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Error Report 1741

PPEC130 performs various Citizenship Status Code related edits. One edit disallows Student Status Codes of '1', '2' or '5' when the Citizenship Status Code is 'S'. Employee Reject message 08-441 is issued.

The AND/OR coding of the conditional edit was not structured properly, resulting in invalid error results. Student Status Code of '1' was correctly blocked when Citizenship Status Code was 'S'. However, Student Status Codes of '2' or '5' were blocked regardless of Citizenship Status Code, and message 08-441 was issued.

Programs

PPEC130
PPEC130 has been modified to correctly perform the edit of Citizenship Status Code 'S' and Student Status Codes.

Test Plan

This release was tested at UCOP by performing before and after tests.

1. Use the online EPD1 function to change Student Status Codes. Attempt to change Student Status to '1' for any employee with a Citizenship Status Code other than 'S'. Message 08-441 is not issued. This is correct. Attempt to change Student Status to '1', '2' or '5' for an employee with Citizenship Status Code 'S'. Error Message 08-441 is issued, and the update is blocked. This is correct. Attempt to change the Student Status Code to '2' or '5' for an employee with a Citizenship Status Code other than 'S'. Error Message 08-441 is again issued. This is incorrect.
2. Install the modified version of PPEC130.
3. Repeat the tests in 1. Student Status '1' should continue to be allowed for an employee with a Citizenship Status Code other than 'S'. Student Status Codes '1', '2' or '5' should be rejected with message 08-441 when the Citizenship Status Code is 'S'. Student Status '2' or '5' should now be allowed for an employee with a Citizenship Status Code other than 'S'.

Installation Instructions

1. Install the modifications to program PPEC130
2. DB2 pre-compile, compile and link Dual program PPEC130 into the batch LOADLIB.
3. DB2 pre-compile, compile and link Dual program PPEC130 into the online OLOADLIB.
4. An unnecessary package bind exists for this program from Release 795. Drop the package for PPEC130. Follow local procedures to make the Bind member PPEC130 obsolete.

Timing of Installation

The installation of this release is Not Urgent. However, attempts to update Student Status Codes to '2' or '5' will be blocked until this release is installed.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Phil.Thompson@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0468.
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